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The factors in6uencing the low coordination of Cu1 and Ag1

d10 cations in chalcogenides are analyzed by means of FLAPW
band structure calculations. The study shows that the metal s/d
orbital mixing is the predominant factor, in agreement with most
previous research reports. It also quantitatively shows that the
d10 cation polarization is reduced when the chalcogen elec-
tronegativity decreases, thus the coordination increases when
going from the oxides to the tellurides. The calculation results
make clear the fact that the d10 element low coordination can be
raised for a given chalcogen by enhancing the polarization in6u-
ence of the chalcogen through a charge transfer from an alkali
metal. Finally, the shift in behavior from Cu1 to Ag1 is shown to
be related to their di4erent polarizabilities. ( 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Particular attention has been paid to d10 cations such as
Ag` and Cu` because of their speci"c properties and espe-
cially their stability in low coordination environments. With
"lled d-electron shells, those ions could be at "rst sight
considered as stereochemically equivalent to, say, alkali or
alkaline earth ions, which in fact is not the case. As early as
1958, Orgel (1) suggested that the low coordination (two-
fold, threefold, or fourfold) they usually adopt, opposite to
ionic crystal structure simple theory predictions, was due to
a hybridization of the metal "lled d orbitals with the metal
empty s orbitals (Md/s hybridization). For such a hybrid-
ization to occur, the d}s energy separation should not be too
large. Thus the expected tetrahedral or octahedral environ-
ment is observed for Zn2` and Cd2`, for which the energy
separation is rather large (2). Extensive calculations (3}5)
have been performed on Cu

2
O. They con"rm the deviation

from an ionic model and the importance of the Md/s
hybridization. This explanation of the low coordination
1To whomcorrespondenceshould be addressed. E-mail: Florent. Boucher@
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stability of Ag` and Cu` has been the description prevail-
ing in some general inorganic chemistry books (6, 7). It has
been further developed by Burdett and Eisenstein (8) who
showed that the distortion from regular tetrahedral or oc-
tahedral environment resulted from a second-order
Jahn}Teller e!ect.

A totally di!erent interpretation of the low coordination
stability of Ag` and Cu` was given by Tossell and Vaughan
(9), on the basis of spectra and molecular calculations and
XPS and XES assignments. Their analysis indicates that the
major factors driving the low coordination stability are the
metal d- ligand p (Md}¸p) energy separation and the extent
of the Md}¸ p orbital mixing. Considering the following
two points: (i) the splitting between bonding and antibond-
ing levels is proportional to the square of the orbital overlap
and is inversely proportional to the di!erence in energy
between the atomic orbital levels and (ii) a high coordina-
tion tends to raise the Md level energies as compared to the
¸ p level energies, they explain the coordination of some
cations, and speci"cally that of Ag` and Cu`. Indeed, the
cations avoid low coordinations if the M d orbitals are
higher in energy than the ¸ p orbitals and the energy gap is
not too large since a low coordination would imply a lower-
ing of the Md level and an increased M d}¸p interaction
that would destabilize the "lled antibonding Md levels.
They prefer low coordinations in the opposite case (i.e., M d
levels below ¸ p levels) to maximize the Md}¸ p energy gap
and achieve a lowering of the "lled antibonding Md levels.
In Fig. 1, the relative level positions for copper and silver in
oxides and sul"des are shown, as depicted by Tossell and
Vaughan in (9). For the copper compounds, the Md levels
are above the Mp levels of oxygen and sulfur anions. The
Cu d}O p energy di!erence is too large to oppose a linear
coordination, thus the linear coordination in Cu

2
O. In

contrast, the Cu d}S p energy di!erence is small and will
drive a higher coordination as con"rmed by the approxim-
ate threefold coordination of Cu in Cu

2
S. Following the

same arguments, in silver chalcogenides a linear coordina-
tion is expected for silver ions with both oxygen and sulfur
anions; this is indeed the case in Ag

2
O and Ag

2
S (although
2



FIG. 1. Relative metal d versus anion p level positions for copper,
silver, oxygen and sulfur in binary chalcogenides (9).

FIG. 2. (a) Cu
2
O structure (15) with two interpenetrating networks of

copper. Copper ions in linear coordination. (b) KCuO structure (16) exhibi-
ting planar Cu

4
O

4
entities separated by isolated potassium cations. Cop-

per ions in linear coordination.
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both linear and triangular coordination are observed in
Ag

2
S).

The model originally proposed by Orgel and sub-
sequently developed by further studies highlighted a reason
for the low coordination of Cu` and Ag` but did not
explain the coordination change implied by a covalence
modi"cation. For instance, why is copper triangularly coor-
dinated in Cu

2
S but only linearly coordinated in KCuS?

Similarly, why does copper coordination evolve from 2 in
Cu

2
O to 3 in Cu

2
S and Cu

2
Se? In contrast, Tossel and

Vaughan focussed on the coordination preference as a func-
tion of the ligand choice but did not take into consideration
the Ms/d hybridization. To pinpoint the actual factors
governing the stabilization of the Cu` and Ag` d10 cations
in chalcogenides, we initiated band structure calculations by
means of the full-potential linearized augmented plane waves
(FLAPW) method. Several test compounds were chosen for
the analysis: basic binary (Cu

2
O and Ag

2
O) or ternary (Ag-

CuS) chalcogenides, along with an additional series of alkali
substituted compounds (KCuX, X"O, S, Se, and Te) since
a coordination change may be induced through a partial
CuPalkali metal substitution or a chalcogen change.

2. CALCULATION APPROACH

The self-consistent band structure calculations were car-
ried out using a scalar relativistic version of the full-poten-
tial linearized augmented plane waves (FLAPW) method, as
embodied in the WIEN97 code (10). The exchange and
correlation e!ects were treated within the density functional
theory (DFT) using the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) suggested by Perdew et al., (11). In the FLAPW
method, the unit cell is divided into two parts: nonoverlap-
ping atomic spheres and interstitial regions. Inside the
atomic spheres the basis set is a linear combination of
atomic-like wave functions. Both the core and valence states
are calculated self-consistently: the core states fully relativis-
tically in a spherical atomic approximation and the valence
states using the full potential. The local orbital extension
(12) is used to treat accurately both the semi-core states (K
3s3p; Cu 3p; Ag 4p; O 2s; S 3s; Se 3d4s; Te 4d5s) and the
valence bands. The l expansion was taken up to l"10. For
a better chemical interpretation, the "nal set of atomic radii
were chosen according to the partitioning of the valence
electronic density. They are given for each calculation in
Ref. (13). In the interstitial region, plane waves (PW) are
used with a cut-o! parameter R

min
*K

max
"8.0, where R

min
is

the smallest sphere radius and K
max

is the maximum wave
vector value for the PW. The Brillouin-zone (BZ) integra-
tion was performed with a modi"ed tetrahedron method
(14). The number of PW and irreducible k points used for
the calculations are reported in Ref. (13).

3. Cu2O AND KCuO

Since Cu is found in a linear coordination of oxygen in
Cu

2
O (15) as well as KCuO (16) (see Fig. 2), an analysis of



FIG. 3. Total DOS and projected DOS calculated for (a) Cu
2
O and (b) KCuO.
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the electronic structures calculated for both compounds
should emphasize the electronic changes induced by the
partial substitution of copper metal atoms by potassium
alkali metal atoms.

Cu
2
O

The total density of state (DOS) for Cu
2
O is presented in

Fig. 3a, along with the major band characters extracted
from projected DOS. The energy reference is de"ned
according to Ref. (13). The low-lying band (not shown in
Fig. 3a) is coming mainly from the O s states. The next
band, O p in character, is slightly overlapping the Cu
d band. This calculated DOS is perfectly in agreement with
Marksteiner et al. LAPW calculations (3). It is worth notic-
ing that the major Cu}O interaction occurs between the Cu
4s and O 2p orbitals because of a large wave function
overlapping. This important fact, which has been very well
described by Folmer (17), is often neglected in discussing the
band structure of transition metal compounds. As a conse-
quence, some of the primarily Cu s bands are pushed up in
energy. Simultaneously, the Cu}O covalent bonding is
achieved through the mixing of the Cu s orbitals with some
O p orbitals, which lowers the latter levels and explains the
splitting of the O p band. Looking at the partial DOS
(Fig. 3a), the Cu s contribution to the O p block seems very
weak, but its real magnitude should in fact be signi"cant.
Indeed, the calculation of the partial DOS considerably
reduces the apparent Cu s contribution. Indeed the fraction
of the di!use 4s function which is outside the copper spheres
cannot be taken into account in the DOS calculation, as
already pointed out by Marksteiner et al. (3).

The second interaction to be considered is the Md}¸ p
interaction. Because of the smaller expansion of the d or-
bitals, this interaction is weaker than the Ms}¸ p interac-
tion we have just described. In general, the Md}¸ p energy
separation is too large for the interaction to be signi"cant.
However, in copper or silver chalcogenides, the gap in
energy is rather small and the interaction may be important
(17). In the case of "lled Md orbitals above the ¸ p block,
the Md}¸ p interaction lowers the ¸ p orbitals and then
reduces the Ms}¸ p main interaction. The reverse takes
place when the Md orbitals are below the ¸ p block. In
Cu

2
O, the Cu}3d orbitals are above the O}2p levels and the

interaction reduces the Cu 4s}O 2p main interaction.



FIG. 4. Energy dispersion curves for KCuO, where !"(0, 0, 0), X"(1
2
, 1
2
, 0), P"(1

2
, 1
2
, 1
2
), N"(1

2
, 0, 1

2
), Z"(1, 0, 0). The various orbital contribu-

tions are visualized as &&fat band'' representation, that is, with a band enlargement proportional to the atomic contribution.
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FIG. 5. Total DOS calculated for Cu
2
O and KCuO with the same

energy scale showing the raising in energy of the O s and p bands for
KCuO.

TABLE 1
Partial Charge in Electron per Copper Atomic Sphere

in Cu2O and KCuO

Total s p d d
z2

d
xz

d
yz

d
xy

d
x2~y2

Cu
2
O 14.59 0.14 6.01 8.43 1.47 1.76 1.72

KCuO 14.59 0.165 6.02 8.40 1.43 1.76 1.72

Note. For the symmetry analysis, the z axis is chosen along the Cu}O
bond.
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Finally, let us consider the Ms/d hybridization. This
hybridization and more speci"cally the Ms/d

z2
hybridiza-

tion is clearly seen in Fig. 3a (Cu d
z2

contribution in the Cu
4s block and vice versa). Notice that the z axis of the local
coordinate system points toward the nearest oxygen
neighbor. A perfect matching of the d

z2
and s partial DOS is

also observed in the most bonding part of the O p band, at
the bottom and at the top of the Cu d band and, "nally, at
the bottom of the conduction band. This is in perfect agree-
ment with the Orgel's model (1). The concept of the M s/d
hybridization is also supported by Marksteiner et al. (3)
and experimental proofs have recently been given (5, 15).
A schematic view of the various Cu}O interactions is
presented in I.
KCuO

The introduction of potassium atoms in the composition
to form KCuO isolates the Cu}O chains (see Fig. 2b) and
induces an overall increase of the structure ionicity. This is
clearly demonstrated by sharper peaks in the DOS (Fig. 3b
versus Fig. 3a). In Fig. 4, the energy dispersion curves
for KCuO are presented, along with the various orbital
contributions emphasized as fat bands (bands enlarged as
a function of the atomic contribution). The di!erent interac-
tions described in I for Cu

2
O are also observed in KCuO.
FIG. 6. Contour maps of the di!erence charge density (see text) for (a)
Cu

2
O and (b) KCuO. Contour increments of 0.25 e~/As 3 and !0.25 e~/As 3

for positive (continuous line) and negative contours (dashed line), respec-
tively; (c) di!erence contour map between the maps (a) and (b) with contour
increments of 0.125 and !0.125 e~/As 3.



FIG. 7. (a) AgCuS structure (21) with copper in triangular coordination
and silver in linear coordination. (b) KCuS structure (20) with chains of
copper in linear coordination separated by isolated potassium cations.
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The stabilization of some bands at the bottom of the O}p
block is easily identi"ed as the p Cu s} O p bonding
interaction (Figs. 4c and 4d) and the important lowering of
one Cu d band which slightly overlaps the O p block
correspond to the Ms/d

z2
hybridization (Figs. 4b and 4c).

The Ms/d
z2

hybridization also appears in the p Cu s}
O p bonding block. As expected, the lower part of the Cu
d block is nonbonding with respect to the Cu d}O p interac-
tion, and the upper part of the Cu d block is antibonding.

The partial substitution of copper by potassium from
Cu

2
O to KCuO increases the charge density at the oxygen

anionic site, with the largest contribution being expected
from the potassium atoms. Accordingly, it raises the O s and
p bands, a clear trend is observed in Fig. 5. As a conse-
quence, the Cu}O bond covalence is increased and a higher
contribution of the Cu s orbitals in the O p block is ex-
pected. One could quantify this Cu}O covalence increase by
comparing the WS partial charges as carried out by Burdett
et al. in their oxidation state stability analysis (18). This may
be, however, hazardous since the partial charge within the
WS spheres is highly dependant on the sphere size, that is,
the orbital character increases with the sphere size. In our
study, a quantitative comparison is nevertheless possible
since we have used identical copper atomic spheres in Cu

2
O

and in KCuO and we have de"ned the atomic sphere radii
from the partitioning of the valence charge density. A
summary of the partial charges thus calculated is given in
Table 1. We notice that Cu s partial charge is larger in
KCuO than in Cu

2
O, which is a con"rmation of the higher

Cu}O covalence already envisioned from the band displace-
ments. The change in the Cu}O covalence is also visible in
the Cu d}O p interaction. Indeed, as already pointed out by
Marksteiner et al. (3), the population of the Cu d

z2
orbital in

Cu
2
O is about 15% smaller than the population of the other

Cu d orbitals, a phenomenon that has been called a &&d hole.''
Recently Zuo et al. have experimentally evidenced the exist-
ence of this d hole (5). The d hole corresponds to the fraction
of the antibonding Cu d} O p contribution to the DOS
which is pushed above the Fermi level, a consequence of
both the Cu s/d

z2
hybridization and the interaction between

the Cu d and the O p orbitals. The stronger the covalence of
the M}¸ interaction, the larger the importance of the d hole.
In KCuO there is a decrease of the d

z2
partial charge, as

compared to the CuO case, thus indicating a larger
covalence of the Cu}O bonds.

Comparison of the Cu
2
O and KCuO Crystal

Charge Densities

A very useful method to study the charge transfer and the
covalence is the comparison between the crystal charge
density and the charge density of superposed free atoms.
The advantage of this method is that the obtained informa-
tion does not depend upon the basis. Several examples of
such analysis have already been given for Cu

2
O: see for

instance Marksteiner et al. (3), Ruiz et al. (4), or Zuo et al. (5).
A contour map of the calculated density di!erence map

(ddm) is given in Fig. 6 for (a) Cu
2
O and (b) KCuO, in

a plane containing the O}Cu}O axis and the Cu 3d94s2 and
O 2s22p4 spherical con"gurations being taken as references
(notice that the usual Cu 3d104s1 atomic con"guration
could not be used in WIEN97 because of computational
instabilities). As expected from the previous discussion the
di!erence density around the copper atom is not spherical
and its shape can be interpreted on the basis of a simple
molecular orbital scheme. The positive contour levels cor-
respond to nonbonding Cu d orbitals which have a larger



FIG. 8. Total DOS and projected DOS calculated for (a) AgCuS and (b) KCuS.
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population than in the spherical con"guration. In contrast,
the negative contour levels correspond to Cu orbitals with
a smaller electronic population than in the spherical con"g-
uration, therefore to the d hole. The latter orbital can easily
be identi"ed as the Cu d

z2
bonding orbital. The bottom part

of Fig. 6 presents the di!erence between the KCuO and
Cu

2
O di!erence density maps (ddm(KCuO)}ddm(Cu

2
O)).

It perfectly illustrates the smaller population of the d
z2

or-
bital in KCuO and thus backs up our covalence arguments.

Another possibility to justify the stronger deformation of
the electronic density around Cu in KCuO is to consider
the polarization e!ect of the anions on the quadrupolar
polarizability of the copper cations. The polarization in#uence
of the cations is e!ectively stronger in KCuO because of an
increase of the e!ective charge on the oxygen ions. Such an
argument will be fully developed later on in the discussion.

4. AgCuS AND KCuS

In the low temperature form of Cu
2
S (19), copper is found

in close-to-triangular sites. When half the copper atoms are
substituted by potassium atoms, that is, in KCuS (20), the
copper coordination is lowered to a linear arrangement. The
analysis of the electronic changes induced by the alkali
metal should therefore give some insights on the d10 low
coordination stability. Unfortunately, the cell of Cu

2
S is at

the moment much too large to allow easy FLAPW calcu-
lations. Fortunately, the AgCuS low temperature poly-
morph (21) also derives from the Cu

2
S high temperature

structure (22) and the AgCuS unit cell is much smaller and
exhibits copper atoms in threefold coordination only, the
silver atoms occupying the linear ones (see Fig. 7 for Cu

2
S

and AgCuS low temperature structures). It has then been
assumed that the Cu atoms in AgCuS could mimic those in
Cu

2
S, as far as their properties were concerned, and band

structure calculations were consequently carried out on
AgCuS and KCuS.

In Fig. 8, the total and the partial DOS for AgCuS and
KCuS are presented. The evolutions that were identi"ed
between the Cu

2
O and KCuO band structures are also

detected when going from AgCuS to KCuS. Indeed, the rise
in energy of the anionic levels and the increase of the ionic



FIG. 9. Total DOS calculated for AgCuS and KCuS showing the
raising in energy of the S s and p bands for KCuS.

TABLE 2
Partial Charge in Electron per Copper Atomic Sphere

in AgCuS and KCuS

Total s p d

AgCuS 14.90 0.17 6.08 8.65
KCuS 14.92 0.21 6.07 8.635
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character of the structure are both observed (see also the
comparison of the total DOS on the same energy scale in
Fig. 9). In addition, the quanti"cation of the alkali metal
e!ect on the contribution of the copper 4s crystal orbitals to
the primarily 3p levels of sulfur also reveals an increase of
the Cu}S covalence in KCuS, as re#ected by the intensi"ca-
tion of the partial charge imputed to the Cu s orbitals (see
Table 2). Our proposed interpretation for the Cu

2
O/KCuO

system is thus con"rmed. Notice that the e!ect of the alkali
metal on the mixing of the Cu d}S p crystal orbitals is not
FIG. 10. Partial DOS calculated for the KCuX series (X"O, S, Se, Te) w
Copper is in linear coordination in KCuO and KCuS and in triangular coo
easily detected and only a very small decrease of the Cu
d population is observed in Table 2. The covalence increase
is only clearly seen in the indirectly linked Cu s}Cu d hy-
bridization expansion. Thus, the Cu d}S p mixing (the only
interaction considered by Tossel and Vaughan) probably
contributes to the d10 element low coordination stability
but is not the predominant factor.

5. KCuO, KCuS, KCuSe, AND KCuTe

As we go down the chalcogen column from oxygen to
tellurium, the Cu d}X p energy di!erence is reduced as
revealed by the band energy positions presented in Fig. 10.
This covalence increase is to be correlated to a change of
coordination from 2 for KCuO (16) and KCuS (20) to 3 for
KCuSe (23) and KCuTe (23). However, this behavior is
opposite to what is usually expected, that is an increase of
the coordination number with a decrease of the covalent
character of the bond (24). Therefore, a particular mecha-
nism must be sought.

Although Marksteiner et al. in their study on Cu
2
O (3)

consider the Cu s/d hybridization as a covalent contribution
instead of a polarization, the following research works
(25, 26) converge to the conclusion that the quadrupolar
polarizability of the Cu` and Ag` d10 cations involved in
ith Cu}d and X}p contributions in continuous and dashed line, respectively.
rdination in KCuSe and KCuTe.



FIG. 11. Contour maps of the di!erence charge density (see text) for KCuS. Contour increments of 0.25 e~/As 3 and !0.25 e~/As 3 for positive
(continuous line) and negative contours (dashed line), respectively.

FIG. 12. Contour maps of the di!erence charge density (see text) for (a)
Ag

2
O and (b) AgCuS. Contour increments of 0.1 e~/As 3 and !0.1 e~/As 3

for positive (continuous line) and negative contours (dashed line),
respectively.
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the M s/d hybridization is the most important factor in
stabilizing their observed low coordination. Cations such as
Cu` and Ag` (charge density of 177 and 72 C/mm3, respec-
tively, for a coordination number of 2) are polarizing ca-
tions, even toward O2~ (charge density of 43 C/mm3 for
a coordination number of 2), because of the poor screening
of their d electrons. Nevertheless, they can themselves be
polarized as shown by their s/d mixing. Going down the
chalcogenide column, the polarizing in#uence of the chalco-
gen is considerably reduced with a density charge going
from 43 (O) to 8.6 C/mm3 (Te). The coordination change in
copper chalcogenides from 2 in Cu

2
O to 3 in Cu

2
S can than

be understood as a polarization reduction, the lower the
d10 cation polarization the less stable the low coordination.
As an example, in KCuS the polarizing power of the sulfur
ion is increased compared to the situation in Cu

2
S, and the

linear coordination is preferred. A di!erence density map
around copper in KCuS is given in Fig. 11. The polarization
of the d electron cloud is e!ectively visible with a depletion
corresponding to the d

z2
hole. However, the deformation is

smaller than in KCuO (Fig. 6) because of the smaller polar-
izing in#uence of sulfur.

6. Ag
2
O AND AgCuS (Ag

2
S)

Following the previous discussion, the polarization of
Ag` is expected to be smaller in Ag

2
S than in Ag

2
O because

of the decrease of the chalcogen polarizing in#uence. The
structure of Ag

2
O (27) is similar to that of Cu

2
O (see Fig. 2)

with silver atoms in perfect linear coordination. Since the
Ag

2
S structure is not accurately determined (powder di!rac-

tion study with R"0.168) (28), we preferred to consider
AgCuS (single crystal study, R"0.036) (21) for the analysis
of the chalcogen in#uence. Notice that the silver atom
surrounding in AgCuS is very close to the surrounding
observed in Ag

2
S with, in both cases, silver in a slightly
distorted linear site (SS}Ag}ST"1593 and 1573 and
SAg}ST"2.48 and 2.49As in AgCuS and Ag

2
S, respectively).

The comparison of the di!erence density maps (between
the crystal charge density and the charge density of super-
posed spherical atoms) around the silver atoms for Ag

2
O

and AgCuS (Fig. 12) clearly shows the reduction of the
d orbital deformation when going from the oxide to the
sul"de, as previously observed for copper from KCuO to
KCuS. Notice that the di!erence charge densities seem
smaller for silver than for copper although silver atoms are
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more polarizable than copper atoms. In the case of AgCuS,
the silver d orbital deformation is even di$cult to observe.
This should be related to the more di!use character of the
Ag d orbitals and the large spread in space of the densities.
An integration of that density, if possible, should be more
revealing. Finally, it is worth noticing that the Ag d orbitals
have been found bellow the Cu d orbitals (in agreement with
the second ionization energies of Ag and Cu, 2073 and
1958 kJ/mol, respectively) but above the S p orbitals (see
Fig. 9), that is in contradiction with the results of the
MS}Xa calculations carried out by Tossel and Waughan on
Ag

2
S (see Fig. 1).

7. CONCLUSION

The Ms/d mixing is the predominant factor in stabilizing
d10 Cu` or Ag` in low coordination environments. In
copper chalcogenides, the d10 cation polarization is reduced
when going from the oxides to the sul"des, then the linear
coordination in Cu

2
O and the triangular coordination in

Cu
2
S and Cu

2
Se. An increase of the polarization in#uence

of the chalcogen anion can be achieved through a charge
transfer resulting from a partial substitution of copper
atoms by alkali metals, as observed in KCuS. A coordina-
tion change from 2 to 3 is thus observed when going from
KCuS to KCuSe, two compounds with two initially less
polarizing ligands. This goes against Tossel and Vaughan's
model in which a reduction of the Md}¸ p separation
(clearly the case when going from Cu

2
S to KCuS) should

favor higher coordination (the opposite is observed with
a coordination of 3 in Cu

2
S and of 2 in KCuS). All the

trends that were deduced from the calculations realized on
the copper chalcogenides are transferable to the silver chal-
cogenides (less time consuming LMTO-TB calculations (29)
have been performed on Ag

2
S and NaAg

3
S
2

for instance).
However, silver being more easily polarized than copper,
the coordination change is expected to occur for two heavier
chalcogen elements. This is indeed the case since Ag adopts
a linear coordination in Ag

2
O and Ag

2
S (with only one half

of the silver atoms in linear sites in the latter compound),
but is restrained to triangular sites in Ag

2
Se and to tetrahed-

ral sites in Ag
2
Te. Once again, the polarizing power of the

chalcogen anion can be raised through a charge transfer
from a weakly electronegative element and Ag linear sites
can be observed in RbAg

3
Se

2
(30).
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